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Abstract
Crowdsourcing is the outsourcing of a unit of work to a crowd of people via an open

call for contributions. While there are various forms of crowdsourcing, such as open

innovation, civic engagement and crowdfunding in this work we specifically focus on mi-

crotasking. Microtasking is a branch of crowdsourcing, where a work is presented as a

set of identical microtasks, each requiring contributors only several minutes to complete

usually in exchange for a reward of less than 1 USD. Labeling images, transcribing docu-

ments, analyzing sentiments of short sentences and cleaning datasets are popular examples

of work which could be solved as microtasks.

Available up to date microtask crowdsourcing platforms, such as CrowdFlower and

Amazon Mechanical Turk, allow thousands of microtasks to be solved in parallel by hun-

dreds of contributors available online. Nothing or little is known about these contributors.

They have no legal obligations to perform tasks well and in time. One of the biggest prob-

lems in microtask crowdsourcing is assuring that only responses of high quality are collected

in a short period of time, while responses of low quality and those given by workers not

following instructions are eliminated.

To tackle the problem of quality in microtask crowdsourcing, it is necessary to study

different quality attributes, to investigate what causes low quality of results and slow task

execution in microtask crowdsourcing, to identify effective methods to both assess and

assure that these quality attributes are of high level.

We conducted the most extensive literature review analysis of quality attributes, assess-

ment and assurance techniques ever done in the area of microtasking and crowdsourcing

in general. We further advanced the state of the art in three research tracks: i) Improving

accuracy and execution speed (the major track), where we monitor in-page user activity of

each individual worker, automatically predict abandoned assignments causing delays and

assignments with low quality of results, and relaunch them to other workers using our tool

ReLauncher; ii) Crowdsourcing complex processes, where we introduce BPMN-extensions

to design business processes of both crowd and machine tasks, and the crowdsourcing plat-

form Crowd Computer to deploy these tasks; and iii) Improving workers user experience,

where we identify problems workers face searching for tasks to work on, address these

problems in our prototype of the task listing interface and introduce a new mobile crowd-

sourcing platform, CrowdCafe, designed in a way to optimize task searching time and to

motivate workers with tangible rewards, such as a coffee.
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Executive summary

This thesis is structured as an executive summary of the work carried out.

In this executive summary we give an introduction to the field of microtask

crowdsourcing, define problems of quality control, provide an extensive lit-

erature review of quality control in crowdsourcing, discuss three research

tracks which we followed and summarize contributions we made. While

the primary focus of this PhD is improving accuracy and overall execution

speed in microtask crowdsourcing, we also conducted research about ways

to crowdsource complex processes and ways to improve workers experience

on crowdsourcing platforms. All these tracks are interconnected and con-

tribute to the common topic of quality control in microtask crowdsourcing.

We finish this executive summary with a discussion of limitations and also

our vision about the future of microtask crowdsourcing platforms. This

vision is based on more than 3 years of research, occasional experience of

being both workers and requesters, and an experience gained at an intern-

ship at CrowdFlower – one of the major microtask crowdsourcing platforms

available.

Most of the results we got from our work are already published in in-

ternational conferences and journals, those which are not yet published

are available as pre-prints. All these publications along with the technical

report included in Appendix are cited and discussed in this thesis.
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1. CROWDSOURCING

1 Crowdsourcing

James Surowiecki discussed in his book [114] an example where at a country

fair people gave guesses for a weight of an ox. The mean of everybody’s

guesses was 1197 pounds, while the actual weight appeared to be 1198.

This phenomenon, when an average of predictions given by a large crowd is

better than a prediction of any individual in this crowd, is called “wisdom

of crowds”. The example of this phenomenon is not unique and there

are even companies, such as Cultivatelabs1, utilizing it for making market

predictions. While many people refer to the terms “crowdsourcing” and

“wisdom of crowds” interchangeably, it is accurate to refer to the latter

one only as a special case of crowdsourcing.

Crowdsourcing was first coined in 2006 in the magazine Wired by a

journalist Jeff Howe as an approach for outsourcing a unit of work to a

crowd of people via an open call for contributions [49]. The approach

existed long before Howe’s article, still thanks to the Internet it became

much easier to reach large groups of people and to outsource work to them.

It is not yet clear whether this term brought more clarity or confusion into

the academic and industrial communities. Estelles et al. did an extensive

analysis of different definitions given in academic publications [35].

Crowdsourcing is a high level term. It has different forms depending

on the type of work, the way this work is delivered to workers, the way

workers perform this job and the way workers are evaluated and com-

pensated. Usually each form has its own name. When people volun-

teer doing tasks provided by scientific communities at Zooniverse (https:

//www.zooniverse.org/) it is called citizen science, when people pledge

money for projects they like or pre-order goods on Kickstarter (https:

//www.kickstarter.com/) it is called crowdfunding, when people sign po-

1https://www.cultivatelabs.com
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1. CROWDSOURCING

litical petitions on Change.org (https://www.change.org/) it is called

civic engagement, when people propose solutions for complex challenges

on Innocentive (http://innocentive.com/) it is called social innovation.

This list is not complete and a more detailed one can be found in the book

“Getting Results from Crowds” [24]. In this thesis we primarily focus on

microtasking.

1.1 Microtask crowdsourcing

Microtasking is another branch of crowdsourcing, where requesters publish

their work on a crowdsourcing platform in a form of identical microtasks,

each requiring online contributors – workers – only several minutes to com-

plete, usually in exchange for a reward of less than 1 USD. Labeling images,

transcribing documents, analyzing sentiment of short sentences, cleaning

datasets are all popular examples of work which could be solved in a form

of microtasks. While there is the perception that businesses use micro-

tasking because it is cheap, they also use it because it provides scalability,

diversity and availability 24/7 [24]. Some time ago Instagram used mi-

crotask crowdsourcing to check all images for adult content. Now during

the time of big interest in machine learning many companies and indi-

viduals use microtask crowdsourcing platforms to generate human labels

for their training datasets. This trend is supported by the fact that one

of the biggest microtask labor providers, CrowdFlower, shifted its focus

from being a general purpose crowdsourcing platform to a data science

tool for cleaning datasets. Another popular use case of microtask crowd-

sourcing: is the so-called lead generation – collection of information about

prospective customers. MobileWorks originally started as a general pur-

pose crowdsourcing platform providing fair wages for people from devel-

oping countries and converted now into the domain specific platform Lead

Genius focused on lead generation. Many small startups use microtask

3



1. CROWDSOURCING

crowdsourcing as “Artificial Artificial Intelligence”, when users think that

features are performed automatically, while there are real people behind

their execution.

1.2 Platforms for microtasking

A detailed analysis of microtask crowdsourcing platforms was carried out

by Vakharia et al. [119]. Here below we provide a brief overview of some

of them: Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), CrowdFlower, MicroWorkers

and CloudFactory.

Amazon Mechanical Turk (http://mturk.com/) – was originally built by

Amazon for internal use to classify goods in their catalog and was later

publicly released in 2005. Since that year the platform is still in its beta

version and it did not experience significant changes since its release. This

platform is extensively used by the research community and most of the

experiments discussed in academic publications were conducted on MTurk.

According to the information provided on the platform website, there are

around 200 000 microtasks available on MTurk at any given moment. Not

much else is know about properties of this market. Thanks to the continu-

ous study carried since 2009 by Difallah et al. [28] by periodically crawling

the platform task list more is known about its dynamics. According to

this study the most popular task type nowadays is audio transcription, the

most popular reward amount is 0.05 USD per microtask and surveys are

the most popular microtask restricted to US-based workers. In Figure 1.1

we show an example of the task listing page in Amazon Mechanical Turk

used by workers to search for tasks to work on.

CrowdFlower (https://crowdflower.com) – was released in 2007 as a

tool on top of MTurk to support some quality control features, such as

4



1. CROWDSOURCING

Figure 1.1: The task listing page in Amazon Mechanical Turk

results aggregation. Later CrowdFlower2 made it possible for 3rd party

platforms – channels – to integrate its task listing and execution interface,

so CrowdFlower could broaden its worker base while the channels received

a commission as reward. . In such a way CrowdFlower managed to acquire

a user base of several million registered users performing tasks published

on the platform (among which about 22000 are active per day according to

the report [93]). In Figure 1.2 we show an example of the user interface of

the receipt transcription task in CrowdFlower used by workers to submit

their results.

MicroWorkers (https://microworkers.com) – was released in 2009 and

by today has around 700 000 workers registered on the platform. The

2The author of this thesis went for a 2-months internship at this company in San Francisco in 2013.

The internship was financially supported by the program “PhD on the move”.
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1. CROWDSOURCING

Figure 1.2: The task execution page in CrowdFlower

company claims to have the biggest diversity in its worker base in contrast

with MTurk where more than 90% of workers are from the US and India3.

The platform was extensively flooded with tasks where requesters asked

workers to register on their websites to grow their user base or to watch a

video to artificially grow its popularity.

CloudFactory (http://www.cloudfactory.com/) – was founded in 2010

in Nepal by an American entrepreneur with a social mission in mind to

provide work to people from developing countries with fair wages. From

its mission the company is similar to MobileWorks we mentioned before.

The platform supports generic tasks, still it focuses on 4 use cases, for

which specific workflows are designed: text transcription, audio transcrip-

tion, image labeling and web search. While on MTurk, CrowdFlower and

3According to the analysis by Panos Ipeirotis http://demographics.mturk-tracker.com/#/

countries/all
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1. CROWDSOURCING

MicroWorkers anybody can act as a requester and publish a task, Cloud-

Factory works on a contract basis, so only internal employees publish tasks

for their customers.

There is a big debate going on about workers motivation and fair com-

pensation in microtask crowdsourcing platforms. Still, according to the

report posted by CrowdFlower [93] only about 29% of workers perform

tasks to earn money, others do it because they like it (26%) or just want

to pass time (28%). This is also in line with the study [56] conducted by

Panos Ipeirotis on MTurk, which concludes that 49% of people work for

serious income purposes, 42% for entertainment and 34% for some pocket

change and 20% to kill time (the total is over 100% because people could

select multiple answers in this survey). Learning from workers performing

tasks for the sake of income, tells us that consistent workers earn around

300 USD in 20 days working 3-4 hours a day, which seem to be average

[30]. Some workers manage to earn close to minimum wages on Amazon

Mechanical Turk [41].

1.3 Problems related to quality control

We define quality in microtask crowdsourcing as an ability to meet ex-

pectations of requesters [20]. Requesters pay for work and expect it to be

done accurately, consistently and in time. Unfortunately because of various

reasons it is often not the case. Poor instructions introducing more confu-

sion than clarity, badly designed tasks, unfair reward amounts, anonymous

workers performing tasks not paying much attention or even intentionally

submitting incorrect results to get rewards faster, programmed bots sub-

mitting random results automatically – all these things affect the quality

of results dramatically. In microtask crowdsourcing quality control is one

of the biggest issues addressed by people both from academia and industry.

7



2. SURVEY OF QUALITY CONTROL IN CROWDSOURCING

2 Survey of Quality Control in Crowdsourcing

We conducted an extensive literature review of papers contributing to dif-

ferent aspects of quality control in crowdsourcing. The paper with this

review is to be submitted to ACM Computing Surveys journal [20]. In this

section we present a short summary of this paper.

Quality in microtask crowdsourcing is characterized by different dimen-

sions and their attributes, together constructing a quality model (Section

2.1). These attributes are evaluated using assessment techniques (Section

2.2). Assurance techniques help to make sure the attributes are appropri-

ate and of high quality (Section 2.3). We identify specific examples of these

quality attributes, assessment and assurance techniques doing a survey of

641 conference and journal papers published since 2009 in certain target

venues (the details of the selection are present in the paper [20]).

2.1 Quality attributes

In Figure 1.3 we present quality attributes, examples of which we found

in the literature, grouped into dimensions representing the core compo-

nents of crowdsourcing: input and output data, the task itself (with its

own components: a description, a user interface, terms and conditions and

a performance) and people involved (possible actors are: a requester, a

worker, a group of workers). Below we discuss how the attributes of these

dimensions are covered in the literature.

Data

The high quality of the output data is the ultimate goal of any crowdsourc-

ing task. Data could be characterized by its accuracy [42, 61, 128], which

could be also called “correctness” [128], “quality” [34, 80, 64] or “goodness”

[19]. The level to which responses from different workers for the same data

8



2. SURVEY OF QUALITY CONTROL IN CROWDSOURCING

Quality 
Model

User interface

Data

Complexity

Performance

Accuracy
Consistency
Timeliness

Ad hoc attributes

Cost efficiency
Time efficiency

Compliance

Incentives
Terms and 
conditions

Privacy
Information security

People

Reputation

Worker

Group
Availability
Diversity

Robustness
Learnability

Task

Profile

Experiences

Conscientiousness
Openness

Extraversion
Agreeableness

Neuroticism

SkillsCredentials Certificates

Badges
Reliability

Requester Generosity
Communicativity

Fairness
Promptness

Non-collusiveness

Clearness

Usability

Description

Age
Gender
Location

Figure 1.3: Quality attributes (the rectangles on the right) identified in the literature,

grouped into quality dimensions (rectangles with bold borders).

input relate to each other is referenced as consistency [52, 34]. The timeli-

ness attribute represents the probability to get results by a given deadline

[70] or as soon as possible [84, 83], which could be referred as “realtime

crowdsourcing”.

Task

The task description is a set of instructions for a worker to perform the task

adequately. Its clearness correlates positively [115, 40] with the accuracy

of the output data. Workers motivation to work on a task (which further

relates to results timeliness) depends on the complexity of tasks and their

descriptions [50, 82].

9



2. SURVEY OF QUALITY CONTROL IN CROWDSOURCING

If it is clear and straight forward, the user interface can help to involve

more workers and potentially increase the accuracy [5]. The learnability of

the task directly depends on its user interface design [126]. The robustness

is the property of a task to withstand submissions by adversarial workers

[34], which is sometimes referred to as “sensitivity to spammers” [53].

Terms and conditions go beyond a technical implementation of a task.

Incentives are among the most effective properties, influencing the task at-

tractiveness, resulting in faster execution speed [43, 112]. Incentives could

be extrinsic (affecting execution speed) or intrinsic (affecting results accu-

racy) [48]. Privacy is a property dealing with personal data [84]. Infor-

mation security describes how data sensitive to the requester is protected

[123]. Whether a given task is in line with certain regulations and laws is

characterized by task compliance [127], with user policies [125] or ethical

requester behavior guidelines [57].

Performance could be characterized by cost and time efficiency. Cost

efficiency could be counted as the simple sum of costs of individual assign-

ments [8, 90] or in a more precise way be counted as the cost of a single

output with high accuracy [55, 103]. Time efficiency could be presented

as an amount of microtasks performed per unit of time [34]. Kucherbaev

et al. improve time efficiency by relaunching tasks during runtime [77].

People

The browser extension Turkopticon [57] enriches the MTurk task list with

information about requesters. They are characterized by communicativity

(how responsive is the requester), generosity (how well does the requester

pay), fairness (how objective and fair does the requester judge work) and

promptness (how quickly does the requester approve work).

Various worker profile attributes are discussed in [62]. Age and location

do affect the quality of results [62, 34, 63]. There is no evidence that gender

10



2. SURVEY OF QUALITY CONTROL IN CROWDSOURCING

has a similar effect. Personality traits are defined in [59] and assessed in

[62]: Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness and Neu-

roticism. Worker credentials are qualifications describing workers experi-

ence and background outside of the platform. They could be self-declared

or issued by certain institutions. Worker skills are intertask abilities, they

can be identified automatically [109] and used to match tasks and workers

[29]. Certifications could be imported on the platform to prove certain

skills (e.g. a language certificate) [5]. Badges are supported by platforms

to indicate that certain actions are performed or goals are achieved [9], as

a way to motivate workers [107]. Reliability is workers property referring

to aggregated accuracy over many tasks performed by the worker [61, 106]

or in contrast to an aggregated error rate [23, 26]. Reputation is a so-

cial attribute indicating as how professional other workers and requesters

perceive the given worker [5].

Groups are teams of people working together. The whole crowd could

also be considered as a group. Availability of workers in general and those

with specific skills correlate with accuracy [8] and execution speed [87].

Cultural, demographical and professional diversity is specifically impor-

tant for survey tasks [90]. Non-collusiveness is a property of groups of

workers, referring to the fact that their members do not disclose and share

information with each other and third parties [67].

2.2 Quality assessment techniques

In Figure 1.4 we present assessment techniques grouped into 3 categories

according to actors performing the assessment: individual – done by an

invited expert or by requesters themselves, group – when multiple workers

from the crowd perform the assessment and computational – the assessment

is done automatically based on ground truth results or using prediction

techniques. Below we discuss the literature concerning these assessment

11
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techniques.

Fingerprinting

Log analysis

Ground truth

User studies

Self-assessment

Referrals
Personality test

Voting

Feedback aggreg.

Usability guidelines

Qualification test

Association analysis

Expert review

Group

Computation

Individual

Quality 
Assessment Peer review

Rating

Implicit feedback
Goal verification

Group consensus
Output agreement

Content analysis
Transfer learning

Collusion detection

Outlier analysis

Figure 1.4: Quality assessment techniques (rectangles on the right) identified in the liter-

ature grouped by an actor performing the assessment (the rectangles with bold borders).

Individual

Rating is a way to assign a value from a predefined range to a specific

result that is under assessment. These values could be such as binary,

likert or continuous ones. Rating method is well used for assessing quality

of outputs [23, 129], workers confidence [106], task design quality (such as

exit surveys in CrowdFlower) and requesters quality [57].

Qualification test is a way to test that workers have required skills.

These tests can be evaluated automatically as the correct answers for this

test are known in advance. The results of these tests could be reused to as-

12
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sess also other tasks requiring the same test. The study of the effectiveness

of such tests shows their benefit to filter out unprepared workers [43].

Self-assessment is a technique asking workers to reflect and perform an

evaluation of their own work. Workers in tasks with this technique produce

overall better results, than without, also the quality of results of the same

workers evolve over time [33]. Asking how confident workers are in their

submissions is another way of doing self-assessment [106].

Personality tests aim to assess attitudes and behaviors people possess.

This technique can be used to assess workers evaluating their openness,

conscientiousness, agreeableness, extroversion, and neuroticism, as dis-

cussed in [62, 63], or requesters, assessing their communicativity, generos-

ity, fairness, and promptness, as discussed in [57].

Referrals are recommendations of people who fit best for some task.

Bozzon et al. [17] discuss how workers could be recruited from social

networks, such as Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook.

Expert review is performed by a person with deep knowledge in the

domain. This person could be the requester himself or a person directly

assigned by the requester. An expert can also provide feedback to workers

during runtime as in Shepherd system [33].

Usability guidelines originally created as recommendations for develop-

ing easy to use applications could also be applied as a check-list for assess-

ing existing user interfaces [95]. Willett et al. in [126] came up with seven

guidelines designed for data analysis tasks: use feature-oriented prompts,

provide good examples, include reference gathering subtasks, include chart

reading subtasks, include annotation subtasks, use pre-annotated charts

and elicit explanations iteratively.

User studies could be conducted to observe workers behavior during

task execution in order to understand weak aspects in task user interfaces

and to come up with possible ways of improvement [65]. Alagarai et al.

13



2. SURVEY OF QUALITY CONTROL IN CROWDSOURCING

[4] used eye tracking to understand the cognitive demand differences in

different task designs.

Group

A group of workers can vote for the best fit among result options according

to voting instructions. Voting is used to make group decisions, such as in

Turkomatic [80], where workers vote for the most appropriate answers. In

Turkit [89] voting is supported as a specific task type. Caragiannis et

al. [21] discuss various ways of voting in crowdsourcing. Sun et al. [113]

discuss some drawbacks of this approach that need to be considered when

it is applied.

Group consensus has some similarities both with voting and rating. The

idea is not to identify the best result, but the most popular one. Sheshadri

et al. [111] compare different approaches to identify relative labels in a

collection of labels with a lot of noise. Eickhoff et al.[34] identify workers

submitting results without paying attention to the task itself by measuring

disagreement with consensus results.

Output agreement shows if for the same task several workers came up

with the same or a similar result. Agreement is used to evaluate workers

reliability [124].

Peer review is similar to an expert review, utilizing multiple workers

from the crowd. Zhu et al. [132] discuss how this method can help to

improve results given by workers who acted as reviewers in previous tasks.

In some contexts peer review could be more effective than having an arbi-

trator solving disagreements among volunteers [42].

Feedback aggregation is a way to post-process results to make them

less subjective. Similar to how product reviews are averaged among all

reviews and how a decision is made in peer reviewed conferences, based on

weighted ratings according to the expertise of researchers. Allahbakhsh et

14



2. SURVEY OF QUALITY CONTROL IN CROWDSOURCING

al. [7] weight pairwise evaluations among community members using time

and credit of tasks. Other aggregation algorithms exist [54], some with

confidence intervals generation for aggregated values [58].

Computation

Ground truth data (the one for which correct responses are already known)

could be injected into the overall dataset to automatically filter out workers

who do not perform well. While this method is considered as an objec-

tive mechanism to measure performance [52], it introduces an extra cost

and time for the requester to generate these ground truth data. At Crowd-

Flower Oleson et al. proposed a way to use results given by trusted workers

as ground truth for other workers in their approach “programmatic gold”

[96]. Le et al. identify that uniform distribution of ground truth questions

produces better results than other types of distribution [86]. CAPTCHA4

is an example of the ground truth approach to identify if the result is

coming from a human or a machine [85, 122].

Outlier analysis allows to identify results or behaviors significantly dif-

ferent from others [3]. Such outliers could be considered as poorly perform-

ing workers (e.g. spending too little time). Rzeszotarski et al. [104] discuss

how poor performers could be identified visually using graphs generated

by the CrowdScape tool.

Fingerprinting is an analysis of workers behavior on the task page to

further predict the accuracy of submissions. The term itself was introduced

by Rzeszotarski et al. along with a set of accuracy predicting features [105].

Goal verification is an approach to validate if predefined goals are achieved

by workers so they get a badge, an internal certificate or another proof of

achievement. We believe that this approach refers to Scouts movement

where badges could be collected in a defined sequence [98]. Badges are

4Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart
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2. SURVEY OF QUALITY CONTROL IN CROWDSOURCING

further used as a motivational instrument.

Implicit feedback is a way to extract feedback by analyzing behavior

of evaluators [25], rather than in a direct way (e.g. running surveys).

WikiTrust [1, 2] is a reputation management tool, where the reputation of

a given user is evaluated based on if following workers keep or remove the

changes made. Difallah et al. [29] recommend tasks to workers based on

personal preferences from social networks (e.g. represented as likes).

Association analysis weights nodes according to the nodes they are con-

nected to. This approach is used in LinkedIn to show the connectivity to

unknown professionals and to recommend friends in Facebook. Rajasekha-

ran et al. proposed an algorithm based on Page Rank to compute the

“community activity rank” to assess workers reputation [100].

Log analysis is used to make decisions based on the information logged

during the execution. Kucherbaev et al. in [77] use linear regressions

to estimate the longest assignment duration and consider it as the dura-

tion limit for this task. The assignments taking longer are considered as

abandoned and are given to other workers to speed up execution. In Turk-

alytics, Heymann et al. [45] provide real-time information, such as workers

demographics.

Content analysis is a way to automatically assess task user interface,

task description or task results. Artz et al. discuss “common sense” rules

[12], where for example prices below 50% of the average price are discarded.

Difallah et al. [29] use content analysis to assess task difficulty. Alagarai

et al. [4] analyze input field labels and conclude that too diverse labels

might generate distractions and therefore lead to poor accuracy.

Transfer learning is an approach of knowledge transferring from a rel-

evant task [116]. Fang et al. [37] use this approach to estimate workers

expertise for data labeling tasks on MTurk. Zhao et al. [131] apply this

approach to get knowledge about workers from Yahoo! Answers.
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Collusion detection is a way to identify colluding workers such as those

who collude about the responses to provide to certain tasks to trick agree-

ment check algorithms. Ground truth data is a way to identify colluders

[92]. Allahbakhsh et al. [6] compute collusion probability by analyzing

workers who performed the same tasks previously and to recommend new

combinations of workers which are less likely to make collusions.

2.3 Quality assurance techniques

In Figure 1.5 we summarize quality assurance techniques according to

strategies they utilize: improve data quality, select people, extrinsic mo-

tivation, intrinsic motivation , training workers, task design improvement

and execution control. Below we discuss how these assurance techniques

are covered in the literature.

Improve data quality

Cleansing input data is an approach focusing on improving the input data,

as this is a precondition for the good quality of the output data [66]. Some-

times workers might even not accept to work on tasks having low quality

of input tasks (e.g. image is not loading or is too small and blurry in an

image labeling tasks), as they might believe their work could be considered

of a low quality and not rewarded [110]. Bozzon et al. [17] propose data

pre-processing operations to maintain data in good condition in Crowd-

Searcher.

Aggregating outputs leverages the “wisdom of crowds” phenomena de-

scribed earlier [114] to get less biased results from a collection of subjec-

tive opinions. Still this kind of technique implies extra costs caused by

redundancy in responses collected. Similar to peer reviewed conferences,

responses of more experienced workers could be weighted more [13].
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Quality 
assurance

Improve
data quality

Train people

Tailor rewards

Aggregate outputs

Improve usability
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Provide feedback
Collaborate
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Keep on hold

Pay bonus

Prime workers

Control task order

Cleanse input data

Incentivize 
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Control execution

Iterative improvem.
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Valid. worker inputs

Lower complexity
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Improve extrinsic 
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Reject workers

Social transparency
Self-monitoring
Share purpose

Situated crowds.
Promote tasks

Recommend tasks

Re-launch tasks
Flood task list

Figure 1.5: Quality assurance techniques identified in the literature grouped by strategies

(the rectangles with bold borders) utilized.

Filtering outputs is a natural approach of discarding results which are

assessed to be of low quality, such as based on expert reviews [33], output

agreements, peer review [42], ground truth [92] or past performance [60].

Iterative improvement is a technique, where instead of doing an eval-

uation of results, a worker is given a task to improve them. Little et al.

apply iterative improvement for writing tasks (e.g. image description) [89]

and text transcribing tasks [88].

Select people

Filtering workers is a method similar to filtering outputs, but addresses

workers. Filtering can be based on attributes of worker profiles [63], skills,
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expertises [5, 131], badges (CrowdFlower), personality [63], reliability [87]

and reputation [7].

Rejecting workers ensures that workers who already submitted results

of low quality are discarded from a given task or even all the following tasks

of the requester. The rejections could be made based on one assessment

technique.

Assigning workers is a proactive approach to select workers to perform

the task, rather than to wait workers to select it. Workers could be assigned

based on time priorities [79], skills and experience [5]. It is also possible to

assign tasks to workers external to the platform, such as when experts are

recruited from social networks [81].

Recommending tasks is an approach similar to assigning workers, but

here workers can decide whether they want to work on the task or not.

These recommendations could be made via en email [14] based on subscrip-

tions created on www.turkalert.com. Yuen et al. propose to recommend

tasks based on worker’s browsing history (similar to the way products are

suggested in Amazon) [130].

Promoting tasks is a way to attract more workers to the task and could

be even done outside the platform. Hu et al. develop widgets with tasks

to be integrated on third party websites [50]. Specific forums (e.g. http:

//turkernation.com) and Reddit pages (e.g. “HITsWorthTurkingFor”)

are also used for this purposes.

Situated crowdsourcing aims to attract workers to perform tasks in a

physical world, such as using kiosks placed at a library entrance [47] and

paying for snack by performing tasks in special vending machines installed

in a hall of a computer science department [44].

Recruiting teams addresses the problem of attracting groups of workers

with necessary skills to perform the task. Trial tasks help to identify work-

ers performing well [87] or even experts [101] to target them in the future
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with similar tasks.

Extrinsic motivation

Tailoring rewards is an approach of defining and adjusting a reward –

the key property of a task. Mao et al. study the task performance with

different rewarding schemes, such as volunteering, pay per time, pay per

task, pay per each data unit [91], showing that workers behave differently.

Researchers propose different motivation strategies: deferred compensation

[107], performance based [106], maximization of units completed under a

given budget [112] and gambling-based [103].

Paying bonus is an approach of granting exceptional performance, an

achievement of predefined goals [107, 27], fast reaction time [128] or addi-

tional tasks performed in a sequence [129].

Promoting workers means providing higher positions than ones workers

already have. Promotion usually leads to higher rewards. Structures in

crowdsourcing platforms are flat and no lower/higher positions are avail-

able. Dow et al. [33] promote workers in their tasks from content producers

to assessors. Scekic et al. experiment with notions of demotion and pun-

ishment [108] in crowdsourcing.

Intrinsic motivation

Sharing purpose is an approach, to attract workers who primarily work for

the overall goal of the task, rather than for an extrinsic reward, potentially

in a format of volunteering for free [31]. Such, people on Zoouniverse

perform tasks to feel connected to a scientific community [31]. Volunteering

work attracts less adversarial workers as it has no monetary reward.

Self-monitoring enables workers to compare their performance with oth-

ers on the platform, which leverages humans desire to compete, pushing

them to provide a higher quality of results [55, 107]. This approach can
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take different forms: individual performance, overall crowd performance

[55] and leaderboards [103, 31, 97].

Social transparency means that workers share their identity and per-

formance indicators with other workers [51], therefore creating personal

connections assuming some level of personal responsibility, leading to bet-

ter performance [51, 121]. Yu et al. suggest that positive relationships

among workers makes the workplace (e.g. the task or the platform) more

attractive for other workers [129].

Training workers

Priming workers aims to bias workers without them consciously under-

standing that their behavior has been changed [94]. Different types of

content, such as images, text, audio and video can evoke various emotions

in workers positively affecting the quality of the outputs [94, 36]. Alagarai

et al. use this approach to let workers remember information better [4].

Teaching workers is a way to give new and improve existing skills of

workers, which is already a motivation for some of them. The teaching

could be done in-person as in Samasource or via tutorials [31] in Mobile-

works. According to Yu et al. designing tasks helping workers to obtain

skills results in better performance [129].

Providing feedback to workers about their performance helps to obtain

better task results [33]. In Turkomatic requesters’ feedback to workers

helps to solve complex tasks better [80]. According to Yu et al. [129]

encouraging workers to review each others outputs improves workers skills

and leads to better performance.

Collaboration happens when several workers perform the same task and

a negotiation [68] takes place, a workplace [11] or data is shared. Dorn et

al. introduce workflows to organize workers into collaborative teams [32].
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Task design improvement

Lowering complexity of tasks helps to improve the quality of results [102].

It is important to design tasks cognitively in the simplest possible way, as

for example comparing a pair of objects is easier than identifying specific

features of individual objects [10]. Turkomatic platform is based on lower-

ing tasks complexity, done by workers arbitrary splitting tasks, following

a price-divide-solve algorithm [80]. Kittur et al. introduce CrowdForge,

where big work is executed following a partition-map-reduce approach as

small individual tasks [71].

Duties separation is an approach coming from the business world, where

different people do execution and evaluation so they are not biased and

there is no conflict of interests. Bernstein et al. propose a find-fix-verify

approach [15], where some workers identify errors, others fix them and later

some other verify that there are no more errors left. In Turkomatic workers

decide by themselves to perform a task or to split it and let others solve

them as subtasks [80].

Input validation helps to automatically do the first check of results,

blocking obviously incorrect results, such as a phone number should not

include letters or a country zip code should be of a defined limit. In

CrowdFlower and AskSheet [99] a requester can define allowed formats

for certain fields (e.g. an email, US address). Bragg et al. design and

implement tasks where it is not possible to complete an assignment unless

at least one option of multiple choice field is selected [99].

Improve usability aims to make the crowdsourcing task user interface

less cluttered and more convenient for workers so they can perform better

[61]. One good practice is to show to workers clear instructions along with

examples of good work [126]. CrowdFlower recently adopted this practice

for task design. Another good practice is to have question labels close
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to input fields where answers should be entered [4]. Sometimes it is also

possible to design tasks in a way that to perform it well takes the same or

less time than to cheat, leading to better quality of the results [69].

Execution control

Keep on hold is an approach to minimize the reaction time when new tasks

are submitted on the platform, here workers are also paid for waiting new

tasks [14]. To assure that workers are focused they could be given simple

cognitive tasks or even games during waiting for real tasks [84]. Because

it could be expensive to pay to a pool of workers to stay active, several

requesters could share a single pool for their tasks [16].

According to Chilton et al. [22] workers select primarily newer published

tasks, rather than farther pages of the task listing page. Bernstein et al.

propose a flood task list method when tasks are repeatedly posted to keep

them on the top of the task listing page and therefore have more workers

involved [14].

Relaunching tasks is a method we introduced [77] to monitor task execu-

tion during runtime, cancel problematic ones (which considered as aban-

doned and could delay the overall execution) and launch the same data

units, so other workers can execute them straight away. Bozzon et al.

propose workflow adjustments during runtime [18].

Task order control in some tasks could lower overall costs by not de-

ploying some microtasks, according to results given for other microtasks.

Such as in a comparison task if a = b and b 6= c, there is not reason to

compare a and c [120]. Marcus et al. [92] discuss how to apply knowledge

from database query optimization to make the sequence of tasks ordering

more efficient.

Workflow automation is a way to approach complex work, which could

not be presented as a single multiple instance task, but requires a workflow
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of multiple tasks executed sequentially and in parallel. In [76] we provide

an overview of different research and industrial approaches to automate

workflows.

2.4 Open challenges and opportunities

In our survey [20] we analyzed 15 different crowdsourcing platforms based

on our evaluation framework. From this analysis we understood which

quality attributes, assessment and assurance techniques are covered well

and which poorly. Here below we discuss poorly supported attributes and

techniques as opportunities for future research tracks and industry prod-

ucts.

Quality Attributes

Personality We believe it could be positive apart from hard skills to intro-

duce soft skills based on worker personalities on crowdsourcing platforms.

In such an environment workers could perform better, collaborate with

others and requesters more productively, as they feel comfortable at their

virtual workspace.

Transparency In 2004 with the appearance of Facebook social networks

converted from communities of mostly anonymous people to communities

of people with real identities. This was a big step and resulted in having

social networks with 1 BLN user bases. We believe that real identities

could improve the level of trust in crowdsourcing platforms, while now,

not only workers but also requesters are mostly anonymous, decreasing the

level of personal responsibility.

Group work Even though there are some attempts to introduce teams into

crowdsourcing platforms, this domain is still not well understood. Further
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research about ways to organize groups, identify team members, groups

structures, hiring and other aspects of teamwork are necessary.

User interface quality While it is confirmed that good task user inter-

faces result in higher quality of the outputs, there is no much support for

requesters to develop high quality task forms apart from individual best

practice articles.

Quality Assessment

Self-assessment We believe that self-assessment is a technique which is

very effective and easier and cheaper to implement than ground truth data,

however, it is still almost not adopted at all in crowdsourcing platforms.

User-interface assessment Apart from ways to develop high quality task

user interfaces it is important to have approaches and tools to evaluate

them, and generate a set of suggestions for the requester for improvements.

An automatic assessment of user interfaces could help workers to filter tasks

only with very good interfaces, enforcing all requesters to pay attention to

this aspect of their tasks.

Runtime assessment An automatic evaluation of tasks, such as those based

on ground truth data is usually used after a task is completed. Doing

assessment during runtime could help to adjust task execution to get better

accuracy of results and faster overall execution time.

Quality Assurance

Task recommendations On platforms, such as MTurk, where at a given mo-

ment there are thousands of tasks available, it is crucial to have better ways
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to navigate across tasks then simple filtering and sorting techniques. Rec-

ommendation of similar tasks (as products in Amazon) along with stream

generation of similar type of tasks (as radio-stations in Spotify) could be

of use.

Long-term relationships To let workers stay involved in performing tasks

in a long term, tighter relationships should be built. Learning skills helping

to perform new types of tasks and to assure a certain level of income could

be a possible solution.

Workflow automation Nowadays it is hard to find simple atomic tasks,

which are not parts of bigger work. It is important to have approaches and

tools to design and deploy complex crowdsourcing tasks in a user-friendly

way, rather than manually programming execution logic for every complex

task.

3 Research Tracks

During the time of this PhD we did research in the following topics iden-

tified in the prior section: user interface quality, runtime assessment, task

recommendations and workflow automation. We carried our work in 3 re-

search tracks, as is shown in Figure 1.6. All research tracks contribute

to the common topic of improving quality in microtask crowdsourcing.

We consider Improving accuracy and speed (using runtime assessment) as

the primary track and during the defense we focus on it the most. Two

other satellite tracks are Crowdsourcing complex processes (using workflow

automation) and Improving workers experience (using task recommenda-

tions and focusing on user interface quality). In Figure 1.6 the rectangular

blocks are publications associated with corresponding tracks. We color
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Relaunching Strategies to Improve 

Speed and Accuracy of 
Crowdsourcing Microtasks

Approaches are proposed, where in-
page workers activity analyzed during 
runtime to predict abandoned and low 
quality assignments. Relaunching of 
such assignments helps to improve 
execution speed and accuracy.

AAAI HCOMP'15
Modeling and Exploration of 
Crowdsourcing Micro-tasks 

Execution 
Differences and similarities in task 
execution patterns are identified for 
MTURK and CrowdFlower. Tasks 
abandoned by workers, but still 
reserved by a crowdsourcing platform, 
identified as a primary reason for 
execution delays.
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Bold – first author
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A – appendix A
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Crowdsourcing processes: a survey 

of approaches and opportunities
A survey of crowdsourcing approaches  
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requiring coordination of different 
crowd and machine tasks.

Springer BPMS'13
Business processes for 

the Crowd Computer
A concept of Crowd Computer is 
introduced as a way to address a 
problem of designing applications 
supporting crowdsourcing processes 
combining both human and machine 
tasks

Tech. Report'14
CrowdCafe - Mobile 

Crowdsourcing Platform
A mobile crowdsourcing platform is 
presented designed in a way that 
people can perform tasks while riding a 
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coffee, desserts and bus tickets. Tasks 
are categorized according to the time 
required to complete them to address 
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tasks. 
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Keep it simple: Reward and 

task design in Crowdsourcing
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various reward strategies together with 
different task designs affect task 
execution speed and accuracy.

ACM AVI'14
Toward effective tasks 

navigation in crowdsourcing
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much time workers spend searching for 
tasks to work on. A new task listing 
page design is proposed for 
CrowdFlower, which was later partly 
implemented by the platform itself. 

Springer BPM'15
BPMN Task Instance Streaming 

for Efficient Micro-Task 
Crowdsourcing Processes

A new task type and a streaming 
connector are proposed for BPMN to 
enable a possibility to design and 
deploy crowdsourcing processes 
based on multi instance tasks in a time 
efficient manner. 

ACM TWEB'15
Modeling, Enacting and Integrating 
Custom Crowdsourcing processes

Here the concept of Crowd Computer 
introduced before meets its 
implementation. A BPMN-based 
modeling language together with a 
visual editor to program Crowd 
Computer are presented.

ACM CSCW'16
Relauncher: Crowdsourcing 

Micro-Tasks Runtime Controller
A runtime approach predicting if the 
assignment is abandoned by the 
worker is presented together with its 
implementation. Relaunching 
potentially abandoned assignments 
helps to dramatically reduce overall 
task execution time. 
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ACM CSUR
Quality Control in Crowdsourcing: 

A Survey of Quality Attributes, 
Assessment Techniques and 

Assurance Actions
An extensive survey is carried analyzing 
quality attributes, assessment 
techniques and assurance actions from 
academic papers since 2009. 
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Figure 1.6: Three research tracks were carried, all contributing to the topic of quality

control in microtask crowdsourcing: Crowdsourcing complex processes, Improving workers

experience and the main track – Improving accuracy and execution speed.
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code publication types into: journals – black, conferences – blue, workshop

or works in progress – salmon and technical reports – gray. Contribution

types (survey, investigation, concept proposal, intervention) are indicated

on the left side of each rectangle. The author of this thesis is the first

author in publications where venue titles are written in bold font. In total

there are 11 papers: 2 published journal papers [118, 76], 2 journal papers

to be submitted [20, 73], 3 published conference papers [38, 77, 117] and

3 published poster and workshop papers [75, 78, 74]. We also include one

technical report [72].

3.1 Crowdsourcing complex processes

Microtask crowdsourcing by its nature is designed to deal with atomic

small tasks. Still these small tasks are usually only parts of bigger and

more complex work. Dividing the complex work into a collection of in-

terdependent microtasks could be a not trivial job. It still requires some

manual data processing, manual deployment of each underlying microtask,

data passing management among these microtasks, according to an under-

lying business process. We call such complex work, requiring integration of

various tasks, performed by machines, crowd workers and individual people

– crowdsourcing processes.

Our approach: BPMN-based Crowd Computer

To address the problem of crowdsourcing complex processes we introduced

a concept of crowd computer. There are two computing components in

crowd computer: a traditional computer (a machine) and a crowd. The

crowdsourcing engine controls the execution of instructions set utilizing

both these components. We argued that the most appropriate way to de-

sign instructions is in a form of a business process, and a notation, such as

BPMN, could be a good instrument for that. Such crowd computer has a
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storage unit, which besides data and instructions, stores information about

crowd workers. Crowd interaction component connects the crowd with the

crowdsourcing engine via a graphical interface, through which workers per-

form instructions. A developer designing crowdsourcing processes for such

crowd computer utilizes a repository of crowdsourcing process templates.

These templates include general tactics how to approach crowd (e.g. a

marketplace, a contest or similar) and specific operations how to preselect

workers, do quality assurance, aggregate worker results and other.

We published and presented our concept proposal at BPMS workshop

in 2013 [78].

Later, based on the introduced concept we implemented Crowd Com-

puter5 with a proprietary platform for performing crowd tasks and web-

service calls support to perform machine tasks. In order to have real work-

ers executing tasks we implemented an integration with MTurk to pub-

lish crowd tasks also there. We introduced BPMN extensions to program

Crowd Computer together with a visual interface (Eclipse plugin) to design

business models using this modeling notation.

This work was published in ACM Transactions on the Web journal in

2015 [118].

The multi-instance tasks included into BPMN are not designed to allow

streaming – such when an instance of one task is finished, the associated

instance of the following multi-instance task starts. Without streaming

support running two sequential tasks, such as image tagging and image

categorization is time inefficient, because first all images should be tagged

in the first task and only then image categorization task starts. To solve

this problem we proposed a new task type (crowd task) and a streaming

connector as an extension to BPMN. These extensions allow to design and

deploy complex crowdsourcing processes supporting streaming, and the

5http://www.crowdcomputer.org
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introduced connector manages splitting and merging of data to pass to

following tasks.

This work was published and presented at ACM BPM conference in

2015 [117].

Survey of other approaches

Further we did a survey of other approaches allowing to crowdsource com-

plex processes. We identified 11 approaches about which we could find

ether enough information in a form of an academic publication, or if an

implementation of this approach was available to be tried out. These 11

approaches were grouped according to the paradigm of their process defi-

nition language:

• Imperative, textual – the requester defines process in a form of a pro-

gramming code (e.g. using JavaScript or Scala),

• Imperative, visual – the requester visually models how to execute the

process (e.g. using BPMN as in case of Crowd Computer),

• Declarative – the requester defines what output should be obtained

(e.g. using SQL or spreadsheet formulas),

• Configuration – the requester configures the process as special case of

a given generic process (e.g. following a wizard-style).

In this survey we analyzed that while currently a set of approaches already

exists or proposed, they stay more as research prototypes and are not well

presented in the industry. Even CrowdFlower and Workfusion have similar

tools, still they are ether used only internally by the employees or are only

available to top-tier customers. As a result of this survey we proposed a

set of directions to advance solutions, which we discussed together with

Lukas Biewald, CEO of CrowdFlower:
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• Integration – proprietary notations for process definition might make

it more complex to integrate with other programming environments.

• Quality control – as this is a primary topic in microtask crowdsourcing,

having a built-in extensible module for controlling quality is a must,

• Adaptive process execution – a convenient way for testing processes

before running them with big datasets is required, adaptations during

runtime is an option,

• Worker selection and training – to address a problem of identifying

workers with required skills and if there are none, training workers.

This survey was published as a spotlight article in IEEE Internet Comput-

ing magazine in 2016 [76].

3.2 Improving accuracy and execution speed

The track about accuracy and task execution speed improvement started

opportunistically after following “Computer Supported Cooperative Work”

course given by Gregorio Convertino at the University of Trento in 2012.

Reward schemes and task user interfaces

We investigated how different task design and reward schemes affect re-

sults accuracy and speed. For that we ran two experiments on Amazon

Mechanical Turk. In each experiment we asked workers to transcribe a

handwritten text.

In the first experiment we analyzed the influence of different reward

schemes applied independently and together to accuracy and speed (con-

ditions: no motivation, “please do it well”, “if you do it well you get a

fixed bonus”, “depending how well you do you get variable extra bonus”).

This experiment revealed an interesting fact that simply asking workers
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to perform the task faster brings a noticeable speed effect. Homogeneous

schemes (those that apply the same logic to both accuracy and speed)

showed the best performance speed wise. We believe the reason behind it

is the lower cognitive demand, as these kind of schemes are much easier to

understand.

In the second experiment we analyzed, how different user interfaces (a

cluttered and a clean one) affect accuracy and speed. On top of a regular

transcription task in one condition we gave a cognitive task (to recall a

shape shown on a previous task page). The results of this experiment are

relatively trivial still are important: “keep it simple” – we got responses of

higher accuracy in conditions where extra cognitive task was not introduced

and where the user interface was clean.

This work was published [38] and presented at CHItaly conference in

2013.

Understanding task execution process

Later when we worked on task streaming [117] in our experiments on

CrowdFlower we noticed performance peaks every 30 minutes (Figure 1.7)

we did not know the reason for. In order to investigate and identify the

underlying reason we conducted two experiments.

In the first experiment we ran a receipt transcription task on both

CrowdFlower and MTurk with 3 different conditions: i) reward is 0.10

USD, no preselection; ii) reward is 0.10 USD, only skilled workers are al-

lowed; iii) reward is 0.01 USD, no preselection.

We identified that on CrowdFlower there execution parallelism is stronger

(Figure 1.8), which means that there are more workers involved in the task

at a given time. Because in CrowdFlower the demand-supply ratio is higher

(more workers, less tasks), workers started performing the task already in

the first 10 seconds since the task publication time. On MTurk the par-
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Figure 1.7: Cumulative task start (blue) and completion (black). There are performance

peaks approximately every 30 minutes.

allelism is lower. Another interesting observation is that on MTurk some

workers open several instances of the same task in different browser tabs

(worker “UU42” in MTurk condition 2 in Figure 1.8) in order to reserve

more work for themselves. Such behavior is not technically possible in

CrowdFlower, as there workers can only have single assignments in one

task. The reason for 30 minutes productivity peak intervals happened

to be the maximum execution time alloted by CrowdFlower. If a worker

there does not finish the assignment and simply closes the page tab without

properly leaving it clicking the corresponding button (called “give up”), the

platform keeps this assignment reserved for this worker for 30 minutes. In

such a way when several workers start their assignments, but later aban-

don them, the assignments will be released and become available for other

workers only in 30 minutes.

In the second experiment we ran the same task on CrowdFlower only

varying the reward amount (from 0.01 USD to 0.25 USD with the step

= 0.03 USD, the number of units = 20) and the number of units in the

task (from 10 to 100 with the step = 10, the reward = 0.01 USD), having

18 conditions in total. To our surprise we identified that higher rewards

do not cause shorter assignment start times (probably because they are
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Figure 1.8: The execution timeline of the receipt transcription task ran on CrowdFlower

and MTurk in three different conditions. Gray bars correspond to assignments. Codes on

top of bars correspond to worker identifiers.

already very short) or assignment durations. Gadiraju et. al identified

[39] that in CrowdFlower “easy to complete” task property is even more

important than reward, which could be the reason for our finding.

This investigation was presented as a poster [75] at AAAI Human Com-

putation conference in 2015, which is the key conference in domain of

microtask crowdsourcing.

ReLauncher The life cycle of a data unit is presented in Figure 1.9 as

a colored Petri Net. Originally all data units are in “to be assigned”

state. When workers select the task, the crowdsourcing platform creates

assignments connecting the units and the workers, moving the data units

to the “started” state. From the “started” state these data units can be
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To be 
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Started Finished

Considered as 
abandoned Abandoned

expire

assign

relaunch

expire

finish

finish

Crowdsourcing 
platform 

ReLauncher
extension

Figure 1.9: Colored Petri Net of a data unit life cycle. Black – the crowdsourcing platform,

yellow – ReLauncher extension.

finished by workers or expire if they are abandoned. If abandoned the units

go back to “to be assigned” state and other workers can join them.

We propose an extension on top of a crowdsourcing platform which

monitors units in “started” state and predicts if the units are abandoned

or not. If predicted as abandoned they are relaunched (which mimics

the expiration procedure performed by the platform) - the copy of the

unit is made and launched on the platform again, while the original data

unit is canceled. If the prediction is correct then the assignment in the

original data unit gets expired and the unit moves to “abandoned” state,

otherwise it is finished and the requester pays for 2 assignments for a

single data unit. On CrowdFlower assignment start times are in average

very short. Because of that, as it is shown in Figure 1.10, the results

for assignments with shorter durations tend to arrive faster (have lower

completion order index) than for assignments with longer durations. In

such a way the result for the longest assignment could be assumed be the

latest to arrive. There is a correlation between assignment durations and

assignment completion order. We calculated a linear regression model for
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Figure 1.10: The linear regression approach to predict abandoned assignments.

local maximums – assignments having the longest durations among those

completed already before (black dots in Figure 1.10). With this model

we predict the duration of the last assignment, use it as a time limit and

consider the assignments staying in “started” state for longer than this

time limit as abandoned. We calculate this limit during runtime, cancel

and relaunch units of assignments which we consider as abandoned. Even

if our prediction is incorrect (false positive), a worker still can finish the

assignment and get a reward, so our solution does not affect workers in any

way.

We implemented this approach as a web tool called ReLauncher6 and

ran several tasks with and without it. ReLauncher predicts abandoned

assignments using linear regression approach gives a recall of 1 (all aban-

doned assignments are identified), introducing around 10% of false positives

(according to our experiment with 5 repetitions). This approach gives sev-

eral times improvement in the overall execution speed (more than 3 times

according to our experiment).

This work was published [77] and presented at ACM CSCW conference

in 2016.

6https://github.com/ReLauncher/crowd-relauncher
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Approaches to improve speed and accuracy

To improve the overall execution speed and results accuracy we tried out

several approaches to predict abandoned assignments (in addition to the

linear regression approach discussed above) and low quality assignments

during runtime: tabs visibility analysis, duration outliers analysis, and in-

page workers behavior analysis.

In order to evaluate the proposed approaches we implemented a JavaScript

file7 to inject into tasks user interfaces to collect workers activity, such as:

browser tabs visibility (e.g. hidden, visible, closed), key presses (which

key, when was pressed), mouse clicks (which HTML element, when was

clicked), and general activity (if keyboard, scroll or mouse were used).

With this JavaScript file injected we run three popular task types: receipt

transcription task, image labeling task and business search tasks.

Before to discuss the performance of each individual approach it is im-

portant to define what performance we actually aim at. To improve the

execution speed the approach should identify abandoned assignments with

recall = 1, as otherwise the delays will still take place. The higher the

precision we have the lower is the amount of assignments which were not

actually abandoned and for which we pay extra. To improve the accuracy

of results the approach should identify low quality assignments with a de-

cent precision, which is close to 1. The higher the recall, the higher is the

amount of low quality assignments we correctly identify.

Tabs visibility analysis A browser tab of assignment task page can be in

active (the worker is on the task browser tab), hidden (the worker is brows-

ing other tabs in the browser) or closed (the worker closed the tab or the

browser) status. In the tabs visibility analysis approach we aim to relaunch

all data units with assignments for which task browser tabs were closed.

7https://github.com/ReLauncher/worker-activity-logger
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The performance of this approach is presented in Figure 1.11. This ap-

proach does not provide better results than the linear regression approach.

The reason for that stays in the way CrowdFlower works. Even when work-

ers leave the task by closing the task tab, their assignments stay active and

the next time the worker clicks at this task in the task listing page this

worker is routed back to the original assignment. This means that each

assignment can have several sessions. This fact was surprising for us not

only technically that it is possible on the platform, but behaviorally, that it

is not a rare case that workers first leave and then go back to their original

assignments. Because our the tabs visibility analysis approach relaunches

assignments every time workers leave their task pages, it introduces too

many false positives. Even if the recall is still 1, precision is lower than in

the linear regression approach.
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Figure 1.11: The performance of tabs visibility analysis to predict abandoned assignments.

Duration outliers analysis After running several trial tasks we found that

for some task types, such as receipt transcription, assignment duration is

a good accuracy predictor. In our experiment all assignments with dura-

tions of less than 27 seconds happened to have low accuracy (Figure 1.12).

Therefore we searched for task independent percentile threshold to auto-

matically cut out assignments having low quality with high confidence. In
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Figure 1.12: Assignment durations vs completion index having low accuracy (red) and

high accuracy (black).

Figure 1.13 we show the performance of the approach with different per-

centiles of assignments considered as low quality. The higher the threshold

the higher the recall but lower the precision. We identified that in the re-

ceipt transcription task cutting out the fastest 4% helps to remove half of

the low quality assignments with a precision close to 1. The approach does

not work for the image labeling task, because here the execution duration

is not a good accuracy predictor, as typing the relevant or irrelevant word

takes about the same amount of time.
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Figure 1.13: The performance of the duration outliers analysis approach to predict low

quality assignments. Numbers near dots refer to percentiles of the fastest assignments to

consider as low quality.
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In-page workers behavior analysis In this approach we derive features from

logs of one task run and use them as a training set for another run of the

same task type. Using the recursive partitioning method we get a decision

tree out of the training set to predict abandoned or low quality assignments.

The performance of the approach to predict abandoned assignments is

presented in Figure 1.14. In the tasks we experimented with the following

features happened to be good predictors of abandoned assignments: the

amount of times any keys were pressed, the assignment duration. The

more data we use for the training set the higher becomes the precision and

lower the recall. If we use all logs for the receipt transcription task with

100 data units the precision is around 0.85 and recall is around 0.78. While

the performance for the image labeling task is similar, the performance for

the business search task is poor. Even if precision is pretty high the recall

of less than 1 result in still having the problem of execution delays. While

this approach was promising it did not show better performance than linear

regression approach.
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Figure 1.14: The performance of in-page workers behavior analysis to predict abandoned

assignments. Numbers near dots refer to the part of the previous task run logs used as a

training set.

The performance of the approach to predict low quality assignments

is presented in Figure 1.15. In the tasks we experimented with the fol-
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lowing features happened to be good predictors for accuracy: the amount

of times any character keys were pressed, the delete key was pressed, the

punctuation keys were pressed and the assignment duration. For the re-

ceipt transcription task, using the logs of the same task ran before helped

us to get a precision around 0.9, identifying more than a half of the as-

signments with low accuracy (recall is greater than 0.5). For the image

labeling task no feature we use happened to be a good accuracy predictor

and therefore the approach does not bring any benefit for this type of task.
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Figure 1.15: The performance of in-page workers behavior analysis to predict low quality

assignments. Numbers near dots refer to the part of the previous task run logs used as a

training set.

Depending on requester priorities approaches could be combined provid-

ing a higher recall or higher precision, such as the linear regression where

only assignments with an evidence of workers leaving the assignment (tabs

visibility approach) could be relaunched. For the in-page workers behav-

ior analysis more features have to be tried out in order to perform better

predictions.

The work discussing different approaches to improve task execution

speed and accuracy is to be submitted [73] to ACM Transactions on Inter-

net Technology journal.
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3.3 Improving workers experience

Workers are an essential part of microtask crowdsourcing, therefore mak-

ing sure that they are satisfied and work in a comfortable environment

could lead to better results. Still both academic and industry communities

stay more requester-oriented, searching ways to get better results with less

money and time spent.

Task search

During the internship at CrowdFlower in 2013 we conducted a study on

this platform, trying to understand how workers search for tasks to work

on and how much time they spend searching. This study revealed that

most of the workers spend more than 25% of their time searching for tasks

to work on. More than 2/3 of workers reported that they consider search-

ing as a problem and half of those said it is a critical problem. We also

asked workers what kind of solution they believe could help to make the

searching experience more pleasant and efficient. The most popular an-

swers were “ranked keyword search”, where outputs are ordered according

to the relevance to workers queries and “suggestion box”, which is similar

to what Amazon provides for recommending relevant products.

Keeping in mind the results of this study we started to design a proto-

type of a task listing page for CrowdFlower. In our prototype workers could

filter or sort tasks by title, requester name, number of instances inside, ag-

gregated satisfaction level (based on evaluations given by other workers

to this task), task category (most of the tasks did not have categories as-

signed, so we used TF-IDF algorithm [46] to categorize them automatically

based on 20000 task titles). This prototype went through a set of iterations

with CrowdLab community, which is an online group of trusted workers

CrowdFlower employees interact with to get an early feedback.
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This work was published [74] and presented at CrowdUI workshop of

ACM AVI conference in 2014. Later CrowdFlower redesigned its original

task listing page user interface according to our prototype.

Workers oriented platform

With the knowledge coming from the previous study and the overall expe-

rience of working at CrowdFlower we came up with an idea to design and

implement a microtasking platform CrowdCafe8, based on the following

three principles:

Mobile Workers perform tasks using their smartphones. In such a way

people can perform tasks and earn rewards while riding a bus, queuing

at a grocery store or waiting for an appointment. We believe that such

approach can help bring more people into microtask crowdsourcing, who

do not consider it as a primary source of income. On smartphones some

actions are more natural, rather than on desktops, such as swiping for

action (originally introduced in MailBox9), shaking to undo and the voice

input. Because microtasks intend to be very simple they can be presented

well even on smartphone screens.

Categorization In order to solve the problem of searching tasks discussed

earlier we introduced a fixed set of task categories: espresso – which takes

about 10 seconds to complete; cappuccino – taking about 2 minutes to

complete and wine – taking about 5 minutes to complete. Each task cate-

gory has a fixed reward amount, so workers do not spend time comparing

tasks by their profitability. Requesters are responsible for picking the right

category for their tasks. Tasks requiring more time than defined by the

8https://github.com/crowdcafe
9http://www.mailboxapp.com/
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associated category are reported by workers to the platform.

Motivation Workers do not get cash on this platform as it is not designed

as a source of primary income. The idea is to provide tangible rewards,

such as a coffee, a bus ticket, an ice-cream or a cellular-network credit.

The price of coffee in Italy at a university bar is about 0.60 EUR. It is

hard to motivate people to perform tasks for this amount of money, but

experiments show that students are very motivated to perform tasks on

CrowdCafe for a cup of coffee.

We deployed the platform and invited students at the University of

Trento to perform tasks there. More than 400 people registered on the

platform and participated in image labeling and natural language process-

ing (NLP) tasks. We identified to our surprise that out of 791 assignments

for image labeling task we did not have a single assignment with not rel-

evant labels (we still had responses where labels were in Italian, while we

asked for English, and responses having less than 3 labels we originally

asked for). We believe that on a smartphone it takes the same time to

type something relevant than random, and copy and paste action is not

as simple as on a desktop. In the NLP task many people gave random

responses and we believe that the reason for that was the low quality of

task instructions we provided. We confirmed it in the follow up survey.

Around 80% of participants responded they want to use the platform in

the future and requested more tasks on the platform.

This work was published as a technical report in 2014 [72].

4 Summary of Contributions

We summarize contributions in four groups: i) analysis of state of the

art, where we conduct the most extensive survey on quality control in
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crowdsourcing so far; ii) empirical studies, which are based on a set of

experiments we conducted with a purpose to understand better the domain

of crowdsourcing and specifically the crowd behavior; iii) interventions,

which are the approaches we designed, implemented and tested, trying to

improve certain quality dimensions; iv) software prototypes, with which we

refer to the open-source software we produced throughout our work and

make them publicly available to the community.

4.1 Analysis of state of the art

• Survey of quality attributes. We conducted an extensive literature

review of attributes describing quality in crowdsourcing. These at-

tributes are split into 3 main dimensions: data , task and people

related attributes [20].

• Survey of assessment techniques. We conducted an extensive litera-

ture review of techniques to assess quality in crowdsourcing. These

techniques are grouped based on an actor doing the assessment: indi-

vidual, group and computational [20].

• Survey of assurance techniques. We conducted an extensive literature

review of techniques to assure high level of quality in crowdsourc-

ing. These techniques are grouped according to strategies they utilize:

improve data quality, select people, incentivize people, train people,

improve task design and control execution [20].

• Survey of approaches for crowdsourcing complex processes. We created

a framework and used it to evaluate 11 approaches to design and

deploy complex crowdsourcing processes [76].
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4.2 Empirical studies

• Study about reward schemes and task design. Conducting experiments

on MTurk we identified that homogeneous reward schemes (focused

on accuracy or speed) work better than heterogeneous (focused both

on accuracy and speed). Asking workers to perform tasks faster, with-

out introducing a financial motivation works. Tasks with simple user

interfaces (lower cognitive demand) result in better accuracy of results

[38].

• Study about tasks searching experience. From our experiments con-

ducted on CrowdFlower, we identified that more than 40% of workers

spend more than 25% of their time on the platform searching for tasks

to work on. About 33% of workers spend 1-2 minutes to find a new

task, 24% of workers spend more than 5 minutes. More experienced

workers focus on tasks with more units to stay working longer [74].

• Study about performance in mobile platforms. From our experiments

conducted on CrowdCafe, we identified that workers performing image

labeling tasks are significantly less likely to produce random responses

working on mobile devices, rather than on desktop. We believe that

typing random words on smartphone takes the same time than ap-

propriate ones, also on copy and paste is performed harder in mobile

devices [72].

• Study about execution patterns. From our experiments conducted

on CrowdFlower and MTurk, we identified that execution delays on

CrowdFlower are primarily caused by abandoned assignments. In

MTurk it workers join the task in several minutes since its publi-

cation, while in CrowdFlower it workers join in several seconds. Some

workers on MTurk start several assignments and then work on them
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sequentially. This kind of pattern is impossible on CrowdFlower. In

MTurk fewer workers are involved doing several assignments each. In

CrowdFlower a lot of workers are involved, therefore each performing

only one or two assignments [75].

4.3 Interventions

• Approaches to predict abandoned assignments – simple linear regres-

sion can be applied to predict the duration of the last assignment.

Using this as an assignment limit and relaunching during runtime all

assignments active for longer times lead to several times improvement

of overall task execution speed with only about 10% extra cost caused

by false positives in predictions. Decision trees based on workers’ in-

page activity can help to do more accurate predictions of abandoned

assignments [73, 77].

• Approaches to predict low quality assignments. It is possible to pre-

dict accuracy of outputs during runtime based on in-page activity of

workers and a small ground truth data injected using machine learning

algorithms (e.g. decision trees, random forests) [73].

4.4 Software prototypes

• CrowdComputer 10 [118] – is a crowdsourcing platform supporting ex-

ecution of human, machine and crowd tasks. Complex crowdsourcing

processes of these task types could be designed using our BPMN ex-

tension in Eclipse plugin and later deployed on CrowdComputer. We

also provide a support for task streaming extending BPMN with a

crowd task and a streaming connector.

10https://github.com/crowdcomputer/
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• Task Listing Page11 [74] – is a prototype of a task listing page de-

signed to help workers spend less time to search tasks to work on.

CrowdFlower implemented their new task listing page based on this

prototype.

• CrowdCafe12 [72] – is a mobile crowdsourcing platform where workers

can perform tasks during semi-occupied situations (e.g. riding a bus,

traveling by train, waiting in a queue) on smartphones in exchange for

tangible rewards (e.g. a coffee, a bus ticket) provided in local stores.

• ReLauncher 13 [77, 73] – is a system for monitoring microtasks execu-

tion and relaunching assignments which are predicted as abandoned

or of low quality.

5 Conclusions

As it is summarized in Section 4, we made contributions analyzing existing

state of the art with several literature reviews [76, 20], conducting sev-

eral empirical studies [38, 74, 117, 75], introducing approaches improving

different quality dimensions [77, 73] and implementing several technical

tools [118, 74, 72, 77, 73] to validate the approaches we introduced. These

contributions were published in several peer-reviewed international confer-

ences and journals, including ACM CSCW and AAAI HCOMP, which are

the key conferences in the area of microtask crowdsourcing. We believe

that our contributions leave a significant footprint in the domain of quality

control in microtask crowdsourcing.

11Stays in a private repository of CrowdFlower
12https://github.com/crowdcafe/
13https://github.com/relauncher/
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5.1 Limitations and future work

Our work has a set of limitations, which we consider as areas for future

improvement. These limitations are discussed below.

• Platforms. We conducted our experiments on CrowdFlower, MTurk,

CrowdCafe and CrowdComputer. Still there is a variety of other

platforms available, such as ClickWorker and Microworkers. Differ-

ent platforms support different motivations, attract different demo-

graphics of the crowd resulting in different workers behavior. From

the technical perspective, platforms provide different freedom for re-

questers to design tasks, preselect workers, control task execution and

reward workers. Therefore the results and conclusions we identified in

our experiments might be not completely valid for other crowdsourc-

ing platforms.

• Task types. We made conclusions in our experiments based on a lim-

ited set of task types (e.g. transcription, image labeling and business

address search). Workers behave differently performing different task

types, therefore the results we came up with could be not completely

applicable for other task types.

• Dataset size. We experimented with tasks having 100 or fewer in-

stances. We believe that execution patterns in very big tasks, having

hundreds and thousands of data units, could be different, therefore

the conclusions we make might be less valid for bigger datasets.

• Predictors. In our approaches to predict abandoned assignment and

assignments having low accuracy we trained machine learning algo-

rithms based on a fixed set of features we extracted from logging

workers browser activity. We acknowledge that the set of features
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used in the study may not be complete and therefore the best predic-

tors are not yet in this set.

The limitations described above are common problems in the academic

community focused on microtask crowdsourcing. We believe that there is

a need for a general framework for mapping experiment results from one

crowdsourcing platform to another in addition to ordinary cross platform

experiments. There is also a need for a framework, mapping different task

types with associated workers behavior (of a different quality level), used

independently of platforms tasks are deployed on. The predictors derived

from workers in-page activity should be adjusted according to workers’

screen sizes, as they imply different behavior (e.g. more scrolling on mobile

devices, easier copy and paste on desktop devices). It is also important to

have such predictors, that even if workers are aware of the decision tree

behind the automatic quality assessment, they should not be able to adjust

their behavior to keep submitting random responses.

5.2 Vision for future

Different stakeholders in microtask crowdsourcing have different visions

about where and how microtasking should evolve. We believe that for mi-

crotask crowdsourcing it is not yet time to work on fine tuning its different

attributes (e.g. to identify the best time to post a task on a crowdsourcing

platform or the most appropriate image size for image labeling tasks), but

it is still time to do experiments with structural changes (e.g. to identify

the most appropriate motivation strategy or the most convenient way for

workers to execute tasks, such as a web-application, a native desktop ap-

plication, a smart-TV application, an e-reader application or even screens

on bus stops to get free tickets) in order to identify the most appropri-

ate form microtask crowdsourcing can have. In this section we speculate
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and discuss our vision of microtask crowdsourcing both from workers and

requesters perspective.

Workers perspective

We do the following discussion making an assumptions, that microtask

crowdsourcing is not a full-time job, therefore, there is no reason to judge

it as a regular job and to compare wages with full-time jobs. Microtask

crowdsourcing is more a way to improve a financial situation during free

time, to learn new skills and to enjoy the process. If one is looking to work

online for more than 3 hours a day with the primary goal to make money, it

is better to look for freelance or part-time jobs than into microtask crowd-

sourcing. Below we discuss how workers experience could be improved by

introducing changes in crowdsourcing platforms, task user interfaces, task

assignment procedures and motivations.

Mobile platforms We believe that there is a big potential in mobile micro-

task crowdsourcing, so that people can perform tasks whenever and wher-

ever they feel to do so in shifts of 5-60 minutes. Nowadays on the market

there are various Android smartphones, primarily manufactured by China-

based companies (e.g. Mi14 and One Plus15), which are not expensive (e.g.

some are below 250 USD) and are very powerful having big full-HD screens.

We strongly believe that these kinds of smartphones have a great poten-

tial to become microtasking workplaces for people. Well designed mobile

crowdsourcing platforms are needed. Currently there are not that many

platforms available for online mobile work (e.g. Crowdee16), while there

are plenty of them already available for offline work (e.g. BeMyEye17).

14http://www.mi.com/en/
15https://oneplus.net
16https://www.crowdee.de/en/
17https://uk.bemyeye.com
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APIs for workers The existing crowdsourcing platforms, such as MTurk

and CrowdFlower, have APIs for requesters to enrich their experience, still

there is nothing like this for workers. If it is possible to perform all worker

actions through APIs, then third-party developers could improve workers

experience. Currently it is only possible to enrich workers experience by

implementing browser-extensions, such as Turkopricon [57].

User interface If a requester thinks that a given microtask can not be

performed on a smartphone, it is needed to rethink the user interface of

the task or to admit that this is not a microtask and therefore should

target instead freelance platforms. It is important to implement tasks

not just for smaller screens, so that the screen size becomes a limitation,

but to utilize all best-practices found in mobile application development,

leveraging different screen transitions and input gestures (e.g. swipe for

action, originally proposed by Mailbox18). It is interesting to conduct

experiments with new ways of interaction for performing microtasks, such

as voice interaction (to allow people with vision impairments to perform

tasks), gestures (shaking, swiping, waving, rotating), messenger/chat (a

personal assistant style), camera recording (to recognize worker gestures

or movements to simplify the task execution) and others.

Assignment procedure We believe that tasks in crowdsourcing platforms

could be treated as songs in music streaming services. When one song

finishes, another one from the same album, artist or the similar style starts

playing at Spotify19 or Pandora20. Next tasks in crowdsourcing platforms

could be streamed in a similar fashion, so workers stay performing and do

not stay searching, which is beneficial for both requesters and workers. As

18https://www.mailboxapp.com
19https://www.spotify.com
20http://www.pandora.com
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in Spotify in case of not-premium account music stream can be interrupted

with ads, on crowdsourcing platforms task streams could be interrupted

with high-priority tasks, potentially providing higher rewards. In addition

developing a general extensible framework of obtainable skills is required

not only to assign tasks to appropriate workers but also to motivate workers

to learn.

Rewards Prefixed general reward strategies should be applied to lower

the cognitive demand workers experience weighing tasks according to their

financial benefit. Workers should know that they are treated well and com-

pensated fairly according to the amount of plausible results they produce

per unit of time. As we do not consider microtask crowdsourcing as a

primary source of income, the rewards should be appropriate. Instead of

paying cash (implying tax issues), it could be possible to compensate work-

ers with bus pass credits, credits for utility expenses (e.g. water, electric-

ity), smartphone credit, free subscriptions for online (e.g. Spotify, Netflix,

iTunes, Udacity classes) or offline services (e.g. a medical insurance, school

services).

Public profiles Worker profiles on crowdsourcing platforms could become

as valuable as profiles in Stack Overflow21, Behance22 and Github23 for fu-

ture employment opportunities. There is a clear benefit of having complete

profiles, rather than anonymous ones.

Human interactions We believe that workers in crowdsourcing platforms

should be specifically treated as humans, rather than computational units.

Inter workers collaboration could bring more emotional support and mo-

21http://stackoverflow.com
22https://www.behance.net
23https://github.com
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tivation. Experienced workers could provide mentorship to newcomers, to

guide them through their experience, to teach them best practices. Direct

interactions between workers and requesters could bring more responsibil-

ities on both sides.

Requesters perspective

In this subsection we address two important aspects for requesters: quality

control and crowdsourcing complex work. We propose to address the qual-

ity control in two ways: analyzing workers behavior (an evolution of what

we did in this thesis) and introducing higher responsibilities of workers and

requesters on the platform.

Workers behavior analysis The quality control of results is not only a duty

of requesters but crowdsourcing platforms in general. According to our

experience workers are inconsistent in the quality of results they produce.

We have an evidence that in some assignments selected workers produced

very good results and in others provided random ones. Solid user behavior

analysis techniques should be adopted in order to create clusters of workers

behavior to predict if a given assignment is of a low quality, so further

actions could be taken against it (e.g. relaunching).

Responsibility The problem of adversarial workers submitting random re-

sults could be partly solved by demotivating low quality work, which means

not only the workers do not get a reward, but also their credits are sub-

tracted with a small fine (in case an example of clear cheating is identified).

Such workers accountability for quality of the results will make automatic

bots generate negative value, and therefore they will not be introduced on

such platforms. The same small fines could be applied to requesters sub-

mitting inconsistent tasks which workers feel not comfortable performing.
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Complex crowdsourcing processes As we learned from our survey of ap-

proaches for designing and deploying complex crowdsourcing processes,

appropriate tools exist already, but require knowledge of specific notations.

To let a general audience of requesters to design and deploy their complex

processes we might look out to other industries. Zapier24 and IFTTT25

provide decision-based rules to perform actions in and by independent in-

tegrated online services (e.g. when an image is posted to Instagram, save

it to Dropbox). A tight integration with Zapier and IFTTT might help

to design complex crowdsourcing processes in a user friendly way, where

no knowledge of a professional or a proprietary notation is required. Such

integrations could allow running crowdsourcing tasks without having an

explicit crowdsourcing platform, as tasks could be performed in Google

Spreadsheets, as comments in Dropbox, or image labels in Flickr.

5.3 Final remarks

Microtask crowdsourcing has a great potential to help millions of people

around the world to gain new and master existing skills, to support their

financial situation and to get more use out of their free time. It can help

thousands of companies to have manual still scalable data collection and

processing on demand. We encourage people from various communities

including Human Computer Interaction, Computer Supported Cooperative

Work, Software Engineering, Machine Learning, Financial Technologies

and Mobile Application Development to unite their experience in building

the next microtask crowdsourcing platform, potentially based on our vision

discussed in Section 5.2.

24https://zapier.com
25https://ifttt.com
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a mobile crowdsourcing platform
CrowdCafe, where people can perform microtasks using their
smartphones while they ride a bus, travel by train, stand in a
queue or wait for an appointment. These microtasks are exe-
cuted in exchange for rewards provided by local stores, such
as coffee, desserts and bus tickets. We present the concept,
the implementation and the evaluation by conducting a study
with 52 participants, having 1108 tasks completed.

ACM Classification Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
Crowdsourcing is the practice of outsourcing work to an un-
known group of people via the Internet, instead of assigning
it to internal employees [7]. Crowdsourcing has been so far
very successful in performing tasks which are still hard to au-
tomate using algorithms, while they can be relatively easily
solved by humans, such as image object recognition, annota-
tions, feedback collection and similar.

Requestors are the people who want to crowdsource their
work. They publish tasks on crowdsourcing platforms where
requestors meet potential workers - people who solve tasks
for monetary reward, curiosity or other motivations. Some
examples of crowdsourcing platforms are Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk (MTurk), CrowdCloud, MicroWorkers, Mobile-
works, CrowdFlower. In general workers need to perform
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tasks from their desktops or laptops, as tasks are designed for
non-mobile screens. However, many people, when they have
time with their computer, prefer to perform some things re-
lated to their job or just to have fun watching something.

People spend everyday some amount of time riding a bus,
standing in a line at a grocery store, waiting for a doctor ap-
pointment. During this time they can read a pocket book or
use their smartphones. Many people end up checking their
social network profiles. Mea et al. [12] showed an evidence
that users can perform some tasks via mobile devices faster
than via desktop.

We present a crowdsourcing platform CrowdCafe, where
people perform microtasks, specifically designed for mobile
execution, in exchange for non-monetary rewards provided in
local stores, such as coffee, desserts and bus tickets.

STATE OF THE ART
The current research in the field of mobile crowdsourcing can
be separated by three objectives: i) to help people from devel-
oping countries to earn extra cash, ii) to utilize smartphone
sensors to collect location specific data and iii) to discover
new concepts of performing crowdsourcing tasks.

Helping people from developing countries
Eagle et al. [3] and Kulkarni et al. [10] presented platforms
(txteagle and MobileWorks), using which people from devel-
oping countries can earn extra money by completing various
tasks using their mobile low-cost phones. Gupta et al. [5]
presented a platform mClerk for mobile paid crowdsourcing
in developing regions, which processes (sends and receives)
tasks via SMS.

Mobile-sensing
Yan et al. [17] proposed an iPhone-based mobile crowdsourc-
ing platform mCrowd, using which mobile users can perform
tasks, using their smartphone sensors. Tamilin et al. [14] pre-
sented a context-aware crowdsourcing system for conducting
crowdsourcing campaigns with smart phone users, which uti-
lizes sensors available on mobile devices.

Discovering new concepts
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Vaish et al. [16] presented an Android application Twitch1,
which in order to unlock a phone, asks its owner to answer
a simple question, such as: how many people are around, or
which activity the owner is doing now. Similarly, Truong et
al. [15] showed how different crowdsourcing tasks can be
completed using different unlocking gestures. Heimerl et al.
[6] presented Umati – communitysourcing vending machine,
which helps to attract a specific local group of people (e.g.
people with deep knowledge in computer science) to perform
tasks on the screen of the vending machine in exchange for
snacks. Luon et al. [11] proposed a mobile system Rankr for
crowdsourcing opinions via pair comparison of images and
sentences on mobile phones. In [8] Kittur et al. analyzed how
different aspects of crowdsourcing could be improved, they
also challenged the community to revolutionize the concep-
tion of what a crowdsourcing platform is.

Musthag et al. [13] did an analysis of differences between
mobile crowdsourcing platforms and desktop ones. They
found a significant difference in demographics. The compari-
son was not straight in sense that mobile crowdsourcing plat-
forms mostly support offline location-dependent tasks, while
desktop support online mainly. Mea et al. [12] conducted
user studies where they tried to identify which crowdsourcing
tasks suit better for mobile and which for desktop devices.

With CrowdCafe we aim:

• to investigate how during semi-occupied situations (such
as riding a bus, traveling by train or waiting in a line) peo-
ple can perform microtasks using their smartphones, not
for the purpose of making income, but to have fun and to
benefit out of this time,

• to boost the research in the mobile crowdsourcing field,
by providing to the academic community an open-sourced
platform which is deployed online, so other researchers can
conduct studies and extend the platform if needed,

• to identify the best practices of designing tasks user inter-
faces and to create a repository of reusable user interface
patterns.

CONCEPT
The concept of CrowdCafe affects three aspects of crowd-
sourcing: tasks user interfaces, tasks classification and work-
ers motivation.

Tasks User Interfaces
In order to provide a good user experience of tasks execu-
tion on CrowdCafe we want to apply the best user interface
(UI) practices from current mobile applications, such as: feed
to present all the content as a list, without sidebars; big full
width buttons to make it comfortable to press them with a
thumb; swipe for action to keep a user interface very clean
without buttons, where, depending on a direction and a dis-
tance of swiping a UI element, different actions are triggered
(was announced with the MailBox mobile application2).

1http://twitch.stanford.edu/
2http://www.mailboxapp.com/

Tasks Classification
As described by [9] on the platforms such as MTurk or
CrowdFlower it is hard for workers to select a task to work
on, because descriptions are not informative enough and they
never know how much time they will spend on execution. On
CrowdCafe we decided to split all the tasks by completion
time in 3 clear categories:

• “Espresso” - about 10 seconds to be completed, with
mostly only clicking and swiping actions required (e.g. to
identify the sentiment of tweets or to compare pairs of im-
ages);

• “Cappuccino” - about 2 minutes to be completed, with
some typing and learning required (e.g. to fill up a short
survey, to annotate images);

• “Wine” - more than 5 minutes to be completed, might re-
quire a worker to be in a specific context or a location (e.g.
to go to a grocery store and to make a photo of a particular
product with its price).

Workers Motivation
We do not position CrowdCafe as a source for primary or sec-
ondary income. We consider CrowdCafe as a way to convert
time, which is wasted otherwise, to enjoyable rewards. Ac-
cording to Dan Ariely [1] the smaller reward now is more
desirable than a bigger one later. So we want to minimize
the time frame between a worker starting task execution and
a worker enjoying a reward, by providing micro rewards from
local stores, such as coffee or dessert at a university bar. This
can help workers to start working on tasks and in 15 minutes
to feel an outcome of their work by drinking a coffee.

IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the CrowdCafe as a website3. It has
two main components: i) “Kitchen”, where requestors design
and publish tasks from a desktop; ii) “Cafe”, where work-
ers perform tasks using their mobile phones and get reward
coupons. The CrowdCafe code is open-sourced and is avail-
able on GitHub4, where more details about the implementa-
tion can be found.

Requestors Interface
In “Kitchen” requestors create tasks (Figure 1), defining: 1)
title, 2) instructions, 3) category, 4) preselection logic, 5) user
interface, 6) input dataset and 7) quality control settings. The
first three parts are trivial and we focus on the other four.

Preselection
Requestors can define to which workers the task will be vis-
ible by adding a set of restrictions, such as “worked” or “did
not work” on particular tasks. This simple preselection logic
is powerful enough to route surveys to particular workers, to
create tasks which are only visible to workers who performed
some skill test tasks.

3http://crowdcafe.io/
4https://github.com/CrowdCafe/crowdcafe
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Figure 2. Workers User Interface. a) Task categories and side menu, b) Available tasks, c) Example of a task, d) Reward page

Figure 1. Requestors user interface

User Interface
We decided to leave a lot of freedom for requestors, so they
can design the UI of their tasks using HTML and CSS. In
order to not design from scratch and to accumulate the best
practices such UI templates are stored in the public GIT
repository. To apply a particular template, requestors need
to insert its URL, which refers to a raw HTML file.

Input Dataset
There are three options for input data: 1) no input data (a
survey task), 2) data uploaded from a .csv file, 3) data from a
social network feed (e.g. Twitter, Instagram) on a particular
topic, defined by a hash-tag (such as #helsinki). Requestors
also define how many data units (rows in case of .csv file,
or tweets in case of Twitter) a worker should process in one
time.

Quality Control
Requestors can define a similarity function to check whether
a given judgement is similar to gold data (predefined correct
answer) or whether judgements given by different workers

are similar to each other (an agreement is found). By default
this similarity function is a simple equality, while requestor
can create a script which does more complex similarity as-
sessment.

Gold units (if available) are injected into tasks with a proba-
bility calculated by the formula:

p =
1 + Nincorrect

1 + Nincorrect + Ncorrect
(1)

, where Nincorrect – number of incorrect judgements for gold
units given by a worker, Ncorrect – number of correct judge-
ments for gold units given by a worker. The more correct
judgements a worker gives, the less probability of having
them further injected he has.

Requestor can also define a limit of mistakes a worker is al-
lowed to make (which is zero by default).

Workers Interface
The mobile website for tasks execution has four main sec-
tions: 1) home page and side menu (Figure 2a), 2) tasks list-
ing page (Figure 2b), 3) task execution page (Figure 2c), 4)
reward page (Figure 2d).

Home page
On the home page workers see the list of task categories. In
the right part of the top bar on every page there is a button
which opens the side menu. There is a context select box
where we ask workers to define where they currently are (e.g.
in a bus, having lunch). On the side menu workers see their
name, the amount of money they have earned and four links:
1) “Home”, 2) “About”, where the service is described in de-
tails, 3) “Rewards”, 4) “Transactions” - where the history of
all earnings (related to tasks execution) and spendings (re-
lated to purchasing coupons) is presented. This side menu
also has a logout button.

Tasks listing page
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On the tasks listing page workers see a list of tasks with its
description and amount of instances available.

Task execution page
When workers start executing a task, they first see a pop up
window with instructions. Workers are expected to read them
and after they can start to perform a task. Workers should
fill up all the necessary fields otherwise they can not submit
the task. After they submit one task, they are redirected to
another instance of this task. If there are no any instances
available workers are redirected back to the tasks listing page.

Rewards page
On this page a worker can see a list of available rewards with
its price and address where they can get them.

EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the concept of CrowdCafe along with our
implementation we decided to post two tasks and one follow
up survey:

• “Instagram #Trento” – in this task workers were expected
to look on images potentially about Trento and provide two
actions: 1) add three relevant tags to each image, 2) specify
whether this image really represents Trento as a city.

• “Sentence Analysis” – in this task workers were expected
to read a short text and to answer two questions: 1) is a
given relationship between two nouns correct from the con-
tent of the text? (yes, no, i don’t know) 2) does the text
consist of only one clear sentence? (yes, no)

• Survey – in this task we wanted to collect the workers feed-
back about tasks and the CrowdCafe platform in general.

For the first task we uploaded a dataset of 1000 sentences,
splitting them in 334 tasks of 3 sentences, asking for at least
3 judgments for each sentence. For the second task we took a
feed of 231 images from Instagram with a hashtag #trento,
splitting them in 77 tasks of 3 images, asking for at least
3 judgments. Both tasks were qualified as “Espresso” tasks
with a reward of 0.03 euro. The final survey was qualified as
“Cappuccino” task with a reward of 0.33 euro.

We prepaid 84 coffees (0.60 euro each) at the bar on our fac-
ulty and left there a list of 84 unique codes. When workers
earn enough money, they can purchase a coupon which they
exchange for a coffee or a dessert at the bar.

In order to approach the first users we sent email invitations
to people from our research group (30 people) and distributed
20 printed posters around our faculty building. It helped to
get 80 sign ups on the platform in 1 day.

Results
We collected all the judgments for all tasks in two days from
52 workers. Two workers were identified which used the vul-
nerability in the code and submitted extra 400 equal judg-
ments. These judgments were removed from the analysis.
Some people did not specify a place where they performed
tasks, so about a half (46.9%) of all responses did not have

associated place. Out of those, which had: 56.40% were per-
formed on a workplace, 14.10% – outside, 13.13% – in a bus,
11.83% – at home, 4.38% – in a train, 0.16% – walking.

Task 1 - “Instagram #Trento”
The average execution time for this task was 107.31 seconds
(317 task responses, median 87, standard deviation 88.03
sec). We received 791 judgments for 231 image. There were
737 (93.17%) images according to instructions and included
three or more tags, while 54 included only 1 or 2 tags.

Kappa evaluation metric shown to be accepted option to ana-
lyze the reliability of the inter agreement among workers[2].
We used Fleiss Kappa [4] to assess the reliability of the pro-
vided tags. We could not use the tags directly to estimate the
Kappa values due to the open vocabulary of the tags provided
by workers. Therefore, 3 experts (members of our research
group) categorized all the tags into 10 predefined clusters and
voting system has been used to select the ground truth clus-
ter for each tag. Finally, cluster names were replaced with
the real tags and Kappa values were calculated. The over-
all Fleiss Kappa value is 0.4416 with 0.0154 error that is an
indication of a moderate agreement. The 95% confidence in-
terval of Fleiss Kappa is [43.4, 44.9]. Also, the p-value is
less than 0.0001 which shows that the observed agreement is
statistically significant.

Task 2 - “Sentence Analysis”
The average execution time for this task was 62.85 sec-
onds (1006 task responses, median 16 sec, standard deviation
276.76 sec). For each sentence we received from 3 to 5 judg-
ments. These judgments have very low agreement level (we
did not find any agreement in the majority of sentences).

Survey task
We sent email invitations to 18 people who provided at least
one judgment to both “Instagram #Trento” and “Sentence
Analysis” tasks. There are 15 people completed this survey.
Out of these people 66% responded that 0.03 euro is enough
reward for such tasks, 80% responded that they will use the
platform in future, the average interest on scale from -3 (very
negative) to +3 (very positive) in “Instagram #Trento” is 0.93,
in “Sentence Analysis” is -0.60. The average overall satisfac-
tion about CrowdCafe platform is 1.93 on the same scale.

Discussion
When we designed our two tasks we did not expect that it
would take people so much time (107.31 and 62.85 seconds)
to complete them. It showed that we classified these tasks not
correct. Still we had workers, providing many judgments and
in the survey the majority of workers responded, that 0.03
euro is enough reward for completing such tasks (which is
only about 2 euro per hour). Several people mentioned that
they performed tasks thinking about coffee and not money.

The overall quality of tags provided in “Instagram #Trento”
task is high. All the tags were relevant. Even when workers
did not follow the instructions and provided less than 3 tags or
tags in other language than English (54 judgments), tags were
still relevant. We found very low agreement between work-
ers stating that an image characterizes Trento. There are two
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possible reasons: 1) instructions were not clear enough and
some people marked only images which have some famous
Trento building on it, while others marked all images which
they believed were made in Trento, 2) some users pointed an
issue that this button did not work well in the native Android
browser.

In the “Sentence Analysis” task there is very low agreement
between workers, because many workers did not understand
the instructions clearly and some workers did not pay enough
attention and simply provided random results. This is also
the reason of the big standard deviation and big difference
between mean and median execution time for this task. In
addition the survey results show that the interest in this task
was much lower than in the “Instagram #Trento” task.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described the concept and evaluated
the implementation of the mobile crowdsourcing platform
CrowdCafe, where people can and are willing to perform mi-
crotasks during short spans of free time in exchange for tangi-
ble rewards such as coffee. We showed that for well-designed
tasks with clear instructions, even without any specific con-
trol (e.g. gold data, skill tests), workers provide results of a
very high quality (93.17%). In tasks with ambiguous instruc-
tions the quality of results is poor.

In future we plan to investigate: i) the variety of tasks peo-
ple can perform on their smartphones with better or the same
quality as on regular “desktop” crowdsourcing platforms (as
an extension of Mea et al. [12] work), ii) the workers produc-
tivity with different user interface approaches in tasks design
(e.g. radio buttons, swiping to action, set of buttons), iii) how
different motivation strategies (e.g. cash, coffee, donation to
charity, no reward) affect the workers productivity.
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